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A New Class of Nonuniform, Broadband,
Nonsymmetrical Rectangular Coaxial-to-Microstrip
Directional Couplers for High Power Applications

Valeria Teppati, Student Member, IEEE,and Andrea Ferrero, Member, IEEE

Abstract—An innovative class of coaxial-to-microstrip
broad-band high power directional couplers is studied. The new
devices overcome the drawbacks of both stripline and coaxial
couplers and allow simple and low cost mechanical construction.

In this letter, we present the design, realization and characteri-
zation of a set of broad-band (900 MHz to 5.5 GHz) low coupling
( 30 dB, 40 dB) directional couplers with directivity of more
than 10 dB over the whole band, demonstrating good agreement
between predicted and obtained performances.

Index Terms—Broad-band couplers, coaxial cables, coaxial
couplers, microstrip couplers, nonuniform couplers, stripline
couplers.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IRECTIONAL couplers are key components in many
RF applications, in particular for the realization of test

setups.
Nowadays, off-the-shelf devices are stripline couplers, wave-

guide couplers and coaxial couplers. Stripline or microstrip cou-
plers are well suited for broad-band applications [1]–[3]; un-
fortunately their significant losses can prevent their use when
high power handling is required. Waveguide Bethe-hole cou-
plers [4] are used in high power applications, but are not a prac-
tical solution for broad-band use, even though many techniques
have been proposed for this purpose [5]–[7], since the primary
mode is limited at low frequencies by the cutoff frequency and
the higher order modes limit the upper frequency. Eventually,
coaxial directional couplers in air are the traditional high power
solution when bandwidth specifications are not critical [8] and
would be ideal for their low losses, their TEM field configura-
tions ensuring zero cutoff frequency, and their high power han-
dling capabilities.

In order to obtain coaxial structures with bandwidths compet-
itive with stripline and microstrip devices and presenting min-
imum discontinuities, it is necessary to properly design a con-
tinuous variation of the coupling factoralong the propagation
direction .

The new solution proposed in the present work is a coaxial-
to-microstrip coupler. The rectangular nonsymmetrical coaxial
main line is coupled to a microstrip through an aperture on the
ground plane of the dielectric substrate, as shown in Fig. 1. Out-
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a rectangular coaxial-to-microstrip coupler. The main
line, of radiusR, and coupled line, a microstrip of widthw, are coupled through
an aperture (having half widths) on the bottom side of the microstrip substrate.

side the coupling region, the matched rectangular coaxial trans-
mission line in air grants lower loss and higher power handling
capability with respect to classical stripline couplers. The aper-
ture width varies along the longitudinal direction, in order to
obtain the desired frequency profile of the coupling factor. This
aperture can be easily realized with accurate and inexpensive
photo-etching techniques, thus fabricating couplers with excel-
lent repeatability, good directivity, and bandwidths as large as
required.

II. COUPLERDESIGN, FABRICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION

Thenew, broad-bandcoupler design isbasedon the quasistatic
assumption, that decouples the longitudinal and transversal
electromagnetic problems. Thus, the evaluation of cross section
per-unit-length electrical equivalent as function of the geomet-
rical parameters is the first step for the coupler design.

This computation has been performed with an accurate 2-D
Finite Element Method (FEM) algorithm, providing all the
information on per unit length capacitance and inductance
matrices as functions of the structure dimensions, as shown in
Fig. 2.

The cross section electrical equivalent parameters of Fig. 2
are polynomially fitted and used to compute the scattering
matrix (function of ) of a coupler of finite length . With this
information, the frequency response of a nonuniform coupler
having aperturevarying along can be computed. The required
aperture profile , needed to realize the desired frequency
response, is obtained with an optimization technique, on the
basis of the methodology for nonuniform ultra broad-band
stripline couplers presented in [9], [10]. This approach has been
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Fig. 2. Elements of the per unit length capacitance (continuous lines) and
inductance (dashed lines) matrices, versus aperture half widths for the realized
couplers (1: coupled line, 2: main line). Cross section dimensions (see Fig. 1)
areR = 3:5 mm,h = 15 mm,D = 20 mm, t = 70 �m, S = 3:078 mm,
H = 508 �m, andw = 1:15 mm.

Fig. 3. Designed aperture half widths versus longitudinal directionz for the
two realized couplers.

revised, implemented in MATLAB and applied to the novel
coaxial-microstrip structures.

The set of broad-band couplers designed and realized with
the proposed methodology is composed by a rectangular coaxial
structure plus two different dielectric substrates, for coupling
coefficients of respectively 30 and 40 dB in the band from
900 MHz to 5.5 GHz. The maximum coupling achievable with
these novel structures is mainly limited by the realization tech-
nology and mechanical tolerances, determining the distance.
For the realized structure, the maximum coupling coefficient ob-
tainable was of about 20 dB.

It would be possible to extend the band to lower frequencies,
by increasing the coupler length, which has been chosen to be
60 mm. The limitation to the upper frequency instead is mainly
imposed by the substrate material losses.

The resulting aperture variation versus, , is shown in
Fig. 3 for the two couplers. Schemes of the realized substrate
bottoms are shown in Fig. 4. Apart from the aperture width,
which varies along , the designed structure has the following
transversal dimensions (refer to Fig. 1): mm,

mm, mm, m, mm, m,

Fig. 4. Schemes of the substrate bottoms for the two realized couplers.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Measurements and simulations ofK(f) and I(f), coupling and
isolation coefficients versus frequency, for the realized directional couplers:
(a)�30 dB coupler (b)�40 dB coupler. Measurements are highlighted with
circles.

and mm. These dimensions were chosen in order to
grant that both the main line and the microstrip have 50char-
acteristic impedances when the aperture width is reduced to zero
to facilitate impedance impedance matching at the connector in-
terfaces. The choice of mm allows the main coaxial
line to be interfaced with the 7/16 series of coaxial high power
connectors limiting mismatching losses. The substrate for the
microstrip has 508 m height, with dielectric constant
and copper thickness of 70m.

Finally, 4-ports scattering parameters measurements of the
couplers have been performed with a three port Vector Network
Analyzer. In Fig. 5, the calibrated measurements and the simula-
tion results are shown. The measured coupling coefficient
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(circles) for the two different couplers shows good agreement
with the expected coupling. The measured coupler directivity
is more than 10 dB over the whole band, thus comparable to
many stripline commercial couplers (10–15 dB). The measured
return loss ( ) and insertion loss ( ) over the bandwidth of
0.5 to 5.5 GHz is greater than 17 dB and less than0.4 dB,
respectively.

The maximum power injectable before the dielectric break-
down occurs has been computed. FEM field simulation have
been performed as function of the aperture width for the real-
ized structure. By assuming dry air dielectric breakdown field
of 3000 kV/m and under matching conditions, the maximum
bearable power is of about 30 kW.

III. CONCLUSION

A new set of coaxial-to-microstrip coupling structures has
been proposed and analyzed, in order to overcome the main
drawbacks of coaxial, waveguide, and stripline couplers. These
structures represent a great improvement for high power mea-
surement systems, since they have broad-bands, good direc-
tivity, and can be easily designed and fabricated.

A set of broad-band coupler prototypes has been constructed
and measured, showing good agreement with the simulations,
confirming the validity of the proposed design methodology and

demonstrating the attractive characteristics of this new design
approach.
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